Abstract. 2014 Some solutions of rigid polymers like DNA or PBLG display at the same time cholesteric order and local hexagonal order. The coexistence of two such orders is impossible on long distances. Two cylindrical geometries of molecular arrangements, extending transversally on a distance of the order of the pitch, and achieving a good compromise between these two incompatible tendencies, are studied. Both of them are such that the molecules are parallel to two families of surfaces, i.e. they display 2-d ordering, but still suffer double twist One of the geometries, called below geometry a, seems to apply to recent observations of the chromosome of dinoflagellate [9] ; it is shown that it is favoured when K3 &#x3E; K1 and that its nucleation is indeed encouraged by the tendency to local 2-d ordering. The other one, b, is the already well-known double twisted structure used as an element of construction of the blue phase. It is favoured when K1 K3, and it is shown that it nucleates easily when the saddlesplay constant K24 is positive and large enough. These results suggest a new conception of the blue phase as a compromise between cholesteric and nematic order, and shed a new light on the question of BP III, the amorphous blue fog. Finally a curved space description is given of an ordered medium which is at the same time cholesteric and 2-d ordered. This curved space « crystal » generalizes the curved space description of the blue phase and suggests very new and fundamental questions about the nature of the frustration in molten polymers.
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Cholesteric PBLG (and also xanthane and DNA) could be formally described at once in this way. However, the disclinations in question are not easy to visualize, and it appears that another point of view, which finally also leads to the introduction of disclinations, is more profitable; it is through the concepts of frustration and curved space. The situation we are describing is indeed reminiscent of a number of situations of geometrical frustration, where the competitive tendencies cannot be satisfied together in whole space, which results in the partition of the ordered medium in domains, where the competitive tendencies are more or less satisfied, separated by walls or line defects. This is type of description which has been used recently for glasses [18] and «blue phases » ; for the problem discussed here the analogy with the « blue phase » of liquid crystals is striking. As for the blue phase, the constitutive molecules are chiral, so that we expect them to prefer locally double-twisted arrangements [5] [11] . For analytical details, the reader is referred to [10] and to the appendix of this article. This (smectic) model is modified as follows : we start from the geometrical object of figure 1 (a set of parallel layers) and locate the molecules in the layers; assuming helical symmetry, the angle which the local director n makes with the direction ap depends only on A and r, where r is the abscissa of the intersection of the normal v with H(O). Call 0(r, A) this angle. We [12] about v from H(O) to H( ± -p). For A = + p and r = 0, 0 = ± n/4 and the director is parallel to the helical strands C1 and C2 ; the arrangement of the molecules in the region outside H( ± p) has not to be defined at this stage. This is one of the situations we want to discuss; we show that it achieves a good balance between double-twist and 2-d ordering. Note that n curl n reaches its equilibrium value -1 on the cylinder of radius Ip (Fig. 2a) . b) tgo = N 2/ 4¡J. On H(O), the director lies along the helices r = cost and it is along [12] the axis x = y = 0; it rotates about v counterclockwise [12] , from H(O) to H(±.p). For A = :t p and r = 0, cjJ = T 7r and the director is parallel to the helical strands C1 and C2' Interestingly enough, this configuration is splayless. It is the geometry which most people think of when they refer to the double-twisted cylindrical regions of the blue phases; n . curl n reaches its equilibrium value + 1/p on the cylinder of radius I P 1. . The resultant geometry is double twisted away from the axis and is singular on C1 and C2. The configuration of the director is sketched in a cross-section of the cylinder; one notices that nowhere is the director orientation very far from a planar one, as in Bouligand's original model (9) . b) Case b : this is the usual distribution of the director assumed in the blue phases; the lines of force of n are helices.
Since this is the sign opposite to the chirality of H(o), this means that a right-handed cholesteric gives lefthanded C1 and C2 in this geometry (Fig. 2b) [13] . But, as shown in reference [ 13] , when such a constraint is fulfilled, any deformation is twistless. However we do not expect to achieve curl n = 0 in the situa- [5] . And indeed it is easy to show that a term of the form p '. (n div n + n A curl n) is positive for any cylindrical surface, as well as for any H(À.) surface limiting the geometry. Therefore, for K24 &#x3E; 0, this result would just reinforce the effect of the negative energy term due to the core of the disclinations S = -1/2 which are located between the cylinders which build the cubic phases. This negative energy can also help in the nucleation of the cylinder of blue phase in the isotropic phase [29] .
A complete calculation of case b is easy. The energy per unit length of cylinder of radius p is : with It is clear that for K24 large enough the total energy decreases first when p increases, then reaches a minimum, and increases again without limit (Fig. 5) [9] , this perfect organization is perturbed by some kind of fluctuation of the long molecule, and the chromosome rod displays in fact a double left-handed peripheral helix which rotates about the long axis of the chromosome. This double helix draws a double groove on the surface (Fig. 6) . Clearly this geometry is not very far from ours; compared to the previous Bouligand perfect cholesteric model, it just requires a supplementary twist of the molecule about the diameters of the cylinder, such that the DNA filaments are tangent to the limiting cylinder along the double helix (as in the modified LB model). For the analogy to be complete, we have to compare the radius of the cylinder to the pitch. According to our model, we have p,, -p. LB consider two different situations :
Intact chromosome 2. Extended chromosome (in water)
It is the first situation which was described above. But let us anyway first discuss the second one, which appears experimentally as a double helical bundle of DNA threads. According to LB, the extended chromosome in unsalinated water is splayless, which indicates that K1 is very large compared to K3, or that the energy of hair pins is prohibitive. (It is known to-day how complex is the chemistry of DNA, how is depends critically on the sequence of base pairs and on the nature of the solvant or of the environment [22] ; there is therefore no surprise that DNA in the extended chromosome has strikingly different properties that in chromatin.) Therefore one expects that the geometry is closer to case b than to case a; in fact, it is tempting to interpret situation 2 as case b modified by the still existing tendency to 2-d ordering : the central molecular threads, along axis zz', certainly achieve better 2-d ordering when they take an helical shape than when they stay straight as in the perfect model b.
The global geometry in the shape of a double helical bundle would in such an interpretation be accidental, and related to the way the DNA thread is globally disposed in the intact chromosome where it originates from. The size of the double bundle is fixed by the best boundary conditions with water, which are liable to be fulfilled when n curl n takes its ground state value, i.e. for Pr p.
Returning now to the more interesting situation 1, its geometry is so much close to the geometry of our case a that it is important to see how we have to modify case a to get it Let us first notice that the energy of the hair pins is large, so that one can expect a dilatation of the transversal dimensions which could decrease splay energy; to which extent is a question we are not able to answer. Also figure 7b proposes a modification of case a which requires only the chromatin to build filaments which could bound the geometry at some value p &#x3E; p. Note that these filaments build two helical S = + 1/2 defects turned inwards the chromosome, while the double helix C1 C2 build two helical S = + 1 /2 defects turned outwards and forming two grooves on the surface of the chromosome [30] . Note also that the inwards defects are nothing else that a possible arrangement for the peripheral pleats of the threads, and that no molecular singularity is required Being frustrated geometries, it is of the highest interest to consider our models as Euclidean mappings of crystalline arrangements in curved space [18] . It has been proposed [19] [25] [3] . The region between C1 and C2 can therefore be described as filled with such a density of defects joining C1 to C2 and limited to them [30] . Note Appendix. We use the same coordinates as in K16man [4] Let us assume that 0 depends only on r and À., but not on 0 ; we therefore restrict ourselves to configurations of helicoidal symmetry. We 
